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Abstract— With the demand for high per-

formance and density, silicon interposer-based

three-dimensional integrated circuit (3DIC) has

become a promising solution for these require-

ments. However, simultaneously switching

noise (SSN) will cause voltage fluctuation and

hence performance degradation and logic fail-

ure. Our work proposes an efficient Simu-

lated Annealing (SA) based algorithm to per-

form decap placement automatically on the in-

terposer. In our solution, target impedance can

be achieved within certain frequency range. Re-

sults show that number of decaps as well as

impedance of PDN are minimized to meet the

requirement.

I. Introduction

As semiconductor manufacturing technology ad-
vances and designers use tremendous amount of
transistors to meet more demanding specifica-
tions, conventional two-dimensional processes face
many performance, power, and area problems.
Compared with traditional two-dimensional inte-
grated circuits, three-dimensional integrated cir-
cuits (3DICs) have many benefits. One of them
is reducing the average wire length. Longer wire
length increases the resistance and the capacitance
of these lines, resulting in a significant increase in
signal propagation (RC) delay [1]. As the inter-
connect scaling continues, RC delay is increasingly
becoming the dominant factor determining the per-
formance of advanced ICs [2].
In addition, many challenges are unsolved, and

power integrity is one of the significant challenges
for 3DIC. The noise margin of the chip is much
lower than before due to relatively low supply volt-
age, and a small voltage ripple might cause the de-

vices’ malfunction. Therefore, ensuring a steady
power distribution to components in different lay-
ers becomes a crucial concern. For optimizing the
power distribution network (PDN) design, a typi-
cal technique to minimize the impedance of PDN
is by using decoupling capacitors (decaps). A de-
cap acts as a temporary current pool and provides
the low-noise return path for signals [3]. However,
only a limited number of decaps can be inserted on
the interposer due to manufacturing costs. Hence,
in this work, we focus on the effectiveness and ef-
ficiency of placing decaps under area constraints
while solving the power integrity problem.

II. Related Works

For 2D package and board optimization, [4] pro-
posed a genetic-based algorithm to determine the
location of decaps. Similarly, [5] proposed a genetic
algorithm for optimization and selection of the ap-
propriate number and types of decoupling capaci-
tors for a pre-defined power/ground noise specifi-
cation. In [6], they investigated interactions among
the on-chip power supplies, decoupling capacitors,
and load circuitry and then proposed a simulta-
neous placement of power supplies and decaps. [7]
proposed a Simulated Annealing based method to
place decoupling capacitors, minimizing core sup-
ply noise efficiently.
For 3DIC power distribution networks, one of

the crucial technologies is the through silicon via
(TSV) technology, which provides massive inter-
connections between stacked chips, shortening the
power and signal paths [8,9]. [10–13] discussed the
power integrity issues in 3D integration due to
the current consumed by multiple ICs, such as IR
drops, small-voltage margins, and large noises.
Many previous pieces of research on 3D PDN
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modeling and analysis proposed different on-chip
PDN modeling approaches [14–22]. However, off-
chip PDNs like package and PCB were not covered.
In [23], they verified that PDN impedance directly
distinguishes the contributions from off-chip PDN
and on-chip PDN, and the SSN can be decomposed
into distinct frequency regions corresponding to dif-
ferent PDN components. [24] reported on modeling
of power delivery into 3D chip stacks on a silicon in-
terposer/packaging substrate using a novel hybrid
approach.
For decoupling capacitors placement on the in-

terposer of 3DIC, [25] proposed a nature-inspired
algorithm of the genetic class to decide the location,
the number, and the value of decaps. In [26], they
proposed a deep reinforcement learning (RL)-based
optimal decap design method for silicon interposer-
based 2.5-D/3-D ICs.
However, some previous works mentioned above

did not consider multi-chip systems. Some studies
focused on complicated equations about power in-
tegrity to find optimal locations for decaps. Others
can choose different values of decaps from a decap
library during the optimization procedure. In this
work, we demonstrate a flow to deal with a grid-
based power network with the latest deep trench
capacitor considering both locations and multi-chip
simulation.

III. Proposed Approach

A. Methodology

Figure 1 is the entire flow of our method. In
this flow, we first do current profile preprocessing,
followed by determining an initial solution for the
number and the locations of decaps by calculating
key input parameters. Then, to reduce the runtime
of HSPICE simulation, we conduct Simulated An-
nealing algorithm with only an off-chip model and
the interposer layer, which is directly connected to
a merged current profile through micro-bumps and
TSVs. For every iteration, we determine whether
picking the new state or not by probability and
check if the solution fulfills our requirements. Fi-
nally, after we get an optimized placement solution
of on-interposer decaps, we add chip1 and chip2 to
conduct a comprehensive simulation of the 3DIC at
the end. In this section, we demonstrate the details
of each step.

B. Current Profile

In this work, current profiles with an AC value
are applied on the power networks to express the
switching activities of chips at the physical loca-
tions. The greater the value is, the more frequent

the switching activity is on the corresponding lo-
cation of the chip. There are two chips with dif-
ferent current profiles in our 3DIC structure. Since
the electrical impedance of the vertical connections
between those two chips is much smaller than the
impedance of a power network of a single layer,
we can merge two current profiles of the two chips
to a single one by adding the current value of the
same points on chip1 and chip2. It is worth men-
tioning that we perform replication padding at the
network’s border of chip1 and chip2 to avoid inac-
curacy of the merged profile, as an example shown
in Figure 2. Lastly, we connect the merged and
normalized current profile to the interposer’s power
network through a model of micro-bump and TSV.
Figure 3 shows an example of current profile pre-
processing.

C. Initial Decap Placement

To give a relatively reasonable initial solution in-
stead of a random placement solution at the be-
ginning of our Simulated Annealing algorithm, we
propose an intuitive way to determine the initial
number and location of decaps. First, we intro-
duce some terminologies for a brief prediction of
the initial solution Eq (1)(2).

Current Density =
Nsevere points

Npower source
(1)

Ninitial decaps =

⌊
Current Density × 1250

target impedance

⌋
(2)

Nsevere points is the total number of points with
a normalized current value ≥ 0.7. Npower source

is the total number of power connected up to the
interposer. Ninitial decaps is the total number of
decaps on the interposer for the initial solution.
There are two operations to choose from for gen-

erating a neighboring state in our work. The first
one is to add one additional decap to a random lo-
cation with no decap, called “decap insertion.” The
other operation randomly picks an existing decap
and moves it to another random location without
decap, called “repositioning”. In this work, we em-
ploy TSMC [27] as our decap, which is a fixed value.
The acceptance probability function is defined as

the following equations:

P (e, enew, T ) =

{
exp(−(enew−e)

T ), if enew ≥ e
1, otherwise

(3)

e = E(state) = Impmax + (
Nviolated

Nsevere points
)× 100

(4)
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Fig. 1.: Flow chart of the overall algorithm.

Eq(3) shows the probability of making the tran-
sition from the current state to a new candidate
neighboring state. e and enew denote the energy
of the current state and the new candidate state,
respectively. T describes the time-varying temper-
ature, which reduces in every iteration. This equa-
tion indicates that we must take a neighboring state
with lower energy. If having a neighboring state
with higher energy, the probability is close to 1 due
to a relatively higher temperature T at the begin-
ning of the method. Additionally, it tends to move
to a higher energy neighboring state with less en-
ergy growth. The feature of acceptance probability
prevents the algorithm from being stuck at local
minima.
Eq(4) shows how we get the energy of a particu-

lar state by a designed cost function. Nsevere points

denotes the total number of severe points, where
points are heavily loaded, and Nviolated is the to-
tal number of severe points that violate the tar-
get impedance. Impmax represents the maximum
value of impedance among all the severe points.

IV. Algorithm of Decapitator
Integration

The advantage of Simulated Annealing is that we
can avoid being trapped in local minima by using

Fig. 2.: An example of replication padding.

Fig. 3.: An example of current profile pre-
possessing for the preparation of design sim-
ulation.

a probability parameter to perform random per-
turbation to a neighborhood solution [28]. Com-
pared to other deterministic optimization tech-
niques, Simulated Annealing is more efficient due
to introducing a special method with less overall
run-time. By conducting HSPICE simulation on
only an off-chip model and interposer layer, this
way we can reduce each iteration run-time.After
our simulation become stable, we re-simulate full
model HSPICE simulation and output our result.

In our work, some features help accelerate the al-
gorithm and provide a more reliable solution with
fewer decaps. To reduce the algorithm’s runtime,
we have a ”boosting mode,” which means we imme-
diately terminate the algorithm when the solution
meets the target impedance at all severe points. On
the contrary, with boosting mode off, the searching
continues even if there is a feasible solution and
will finish when the temperature is low enough, as
shown in the overall flow.

In addition, to use less decap to achieve the tar-
get impedance, we adjust the rate of taking ”repo-
sitioning” operation, including 70%, 98%, and 99%,
which means that we have a slight chance to con-
duct ”decap increment.” With this adjustment, we
can ensure a more robust placement with the cur-
rent number of decaps before adding a new decap.

For the temperature, it starts at 100 and reduces
in every iteration at a rate of 99%. The algorithm
ends if the temperature is below 0.0001. In other
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words, the maximum number of iterations is 1374.
The runtime of each iteration costs few seconds and
increases each time the new decap is placed. How-
ever, the total runtime would no longer progress
over 30 minutes with the maximum iteration being
locked. We exhibit the concept of our method by
the Algorithm 1.

V. Experimental Result

We present the experimental results of the pro-
posed algorithm. The supply voltage, which dis-
tributes through an off-chip model to the inter-
poser, is 0.9V for our case in this work. To demon-
strate the effectiveness of our method, we compare
the performance of our results with an intuitive de-
cap solution under the same amount of decaps. We
also present the intuitive solution with the maxi-
mum allowed number of decaps for reference.
Figure 4 presents the current profile of two chips

and the merged and normalized one. The size of
the interposer and two chips is 4×4 mm2. The

Algorithm 1: Simulated Annealing

Input:
Merged current profile
T : The initial temperature
Tterminate : The terminate temperature
α : temperature reduction factor
finterest : Frequency range of interest
Ztarget : Target impedance

Output:
A set of decoupling capacitors by

placement results
1 Obtain initial solution state S by calculating

Merged current profile
2 while T ≥ Tterminate do
3 Generate state S′, the neighboring state

of S
4 if for state S′, ZPDN ≤ Ztarget in

finterest then
5 End the algorithm
6 end
7 if E(S′) < E(S) then
8 S ← S′

9 else
10 ∆ = E(S′)− E(S)
11 r = random(0.0, 1.0)
12 if r < exp(−∆/T ) then
13 S ← S′

14 end

15 end
16 T = α× T

17 end

TABLE I

: Decap placement result with different repo-
sitioning rate.

Repositioning Decaps
Max

Impedance
(Ω)

Max
Impedance
withchips(Ω)

70% 21
9.6656
(1 5)

33.6054
(chip2 0 10)

98% 19
9.9931
(0 8)

33.8686
(chip2 12 0)

99% 19
9.77
(8 5)

32.3141
(chip2 0 40)

Intuitive
Placement

19
10.0143
(0 8)

33.4368
(chip2 18 14)

Intuitive
Placement

25
(Max)

7.5857
(20 9)

26.2197
(chip2 18 14)

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 4.: Current Profile (a) Chip1 (b) Chip2
(c) Merged and Normalized

number of power sources is 441, and the specifica-
tion is 10 Ω target impedance between 1 GHz and
8 GHz with only the interposer power network. We
can obtain several decap placement results shown
in Figure 5. We first show the self-impedance of the
PDN with every decap placement solution from 1
Hz to 10 GHz, as shown in Figure 6. We will focus
on the high-frequency region where on-interposer
decaps mainly contribute. The self-impedance of
PDN with every decap placement solution shown
in Figure 7, and the statistics listed in Table I.
We can observe that the max impedance with

chips is highly correlated with the max impedance
with only the interposer, which indicates that our
method of first doing Simulated Annealing with the
interposer PDN then adding chips on it is effective
and efficient. Under the same constraint, we can
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Fig. 5.: Placement results. (a) Repositioning
70% (b) Repositioning 98% (c) Reposition-
ing 99% (d) Intuitive Placement with 19 de-
caps (e) Intuitive Placement with 25 decaps

infer that 19 is the minimum number of decap to
meet the target impedance for our case. Further-
more, under the same number of 19, as opposed
to intuitive placement, the placement generated by
our method with a 99% repositioning rate gets a
lower maximum impedance of chips
The results show that PDNs with different sizes

can be optimized by placing decoupling capacitors
with our methodology. Not only can we obtain a
more reliable solution with lower PDN impedance
in contrast to an intuitive placement method by
designers, but we also use less decap, which means
fewer resources and area occupied, to avoid overde-
sign of the PDN and achieve the target impedance

VI. Summary and Conclusions

This work demonstrates a flow to deal with
a grid-based power network with the latest deep
trench capacitor iCap, proposed by TSMC. Con-
sidering the runtime issue, we propose a flow to
perform preprocessing first and conduct HSPICE

Fig. 6.: Self-Impedance of the PDN with
several Decap placement solution with full
view.

Fig. 7.: Self-Impedance of the PDN with sev-
eral Decap placement solution with magni-
fied view. We can see that with different
reposition level the impedance has a notice-
able improvement.

simulations with a single layer. We propose a Sim-
ulated Annealing based algorithm to optimize the
power integrity by efficiently placing decoupling
capacitors on the interposer of 3DIC power net-
works. The PDN with our placement result meets
the target impedance while utilizing fewer decaps
and area occupied. With the same number of de-
coupling capacitors, our methodology can reduce
the PDN impedance up to 9.3 % compared to in-
tuitively placement by human experience. In con-
clusion, our method can reach fast and accurate re-
sults by using novel decoupling capacitors on grid-
based three-dimensional power networks.
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